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THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE PROTECTION FROM CYBER THREATS IN THE MARKET TODAY
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See overleaf for a Glossary of Terms

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

1. Proactively block known threats  - By leveraging blacklisting technology, SentinelOne is able to stop known threats before they are able to execute.

2. Admin defined application control  - This allows admins to have full control over what applications run on your SentinelOne protected Endpoints.

3. Automated policy-based mitigation  - When a threat is identified, the SentinelOne agent will automatically kill and quarantine the associated 
processes and files.

4. Behaviour based detection of threats  - SentinelOne monitors and analyses all behaviours on a machine. Whilst other solutions claim to offer this, 
SentinelOne is the only provider to utilise full context analysis rather than looking at individual behaviours. This correlation of behaviours allows 
SentinelOne to spot the malicious behaviours that other solutions miss.

5. Auto-immunisation of all endpoints  - Whenever a new threat is identified by a SentinelOne agent all other SentinelOne agents are notified of the 
threat allowing them to stop this new or emerging threat instantly.

6. Real time, full context forensics  - SentinelOne are able to leverage detailed forensic information in real-time to allow our SOC Team to make quick 
and informed decisions about what actions to take next. No other solution provides this.

7. Dynamic exploit detection and prevention  - This is the ability to spot attacks that enter via a weak component, whether that is the Browser or the 
Operating System. SentinelOne sees all low-level processes and is able to spot and stop these threats, very few other vendors are able to provide this 
functionality.

8. Threat remediation at machine speed  - The SentinelOne agent is able to undo any malware driven changes on a machine at incredible speed. No 
other solution is able to provide this functionality in a single agent or act as rapidly. Only Carbon Black and Crowdstrike can offer this and again it 
requires multiple components and multiple costs.

9. Threat behaviour and IOC hunting  - By leveraging Deep Visibility the SentinelOne SOC Team are able to search historical activity for Indicators of 
Compromise or visits to known phishing sites to alert otherwise unwitting users to possible compromise. Only Cisco are able to offer a service like this 
and that is leveraged via their TALOS Team which is an additional cost for Enterprise Engagements. SentinelOne provide this and all other features in a 
single SKU at a single price point.

10. Autonomous lightweight agent  - The agent acts independently and needs no outside intelligence to make decisions. This means that the 
SentinelOne agent will operate both off and on line. Only Cylance can offer this and that requires all of their components which makes the cost higher 
than SentinelOne.

11. Rollback deleted or encrypted files to a pre-execution safe state  - SentinelOne is the only solution that can return your files back to a previous 
known good state and it is able to do this without introducing any additional overhead into the machine.

12. Dedicated SOC team monitoring, analysing and remediating threats  - A team of highly trained security analysts monitoring and taking action 
immediately. SentinelOne is the only service to offer this feature and this can easily demonstrate cost savings of £5OK over other solutions.
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